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Luxuriate with a Deep Soak in
American Standard Freestanding Tubs
Soaking Tubs Offer Elegant, Sculptural Styling and True Design Flexibility;
High-Gloss Cast Acrylic Construction Provides Durability;
Sized to Fit Comfortably in Most Bathrooms
LAS VEGAS, HD EXPO (May 13, 2015) ― Revel in the simple pleasure and soulsatisfying luxury of a deep soak in one of three freestanding tubs from American
Standard. Designed with roomy comfort, yet compact enough to fit in an average-sized
bathroom, these soaking tubs are pleasing to the eye and surprisingly gentle to the
bottom line.
The three stand-alone tub models include:


Sedona, a rectangular tub featuring a clean,
transitional form;



Kipling, an oval tub characterized by elegant,
traditional styling; and



Coastal, an oval shape offering a fresh look
with contemporary design lines.

Featuring sleek lines that will gracefully
complement a variety of stylish bath decors, each

The Sedona soaking tub from American
Standard provides a clean, modern focal
point for the bathroom, combining a luxury
look with a beautifully affordable price.

of these soaking tubs stands out like a striking sculpture, bringing elegance and beauty
to the bathroom.
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Featuring soaking depths ranging from 16 1/8inches to 17 3/8-inches, these freestanding tubs
deliver a truly luxurious, spa-like experience while
taking up less room than a deck tub. These three
soaking tubs are designed to function as the focal
point of the room, can fit in most standard sized
bathrooms, and provide superior value at
affordable pricing.
Enjoy the simple pleasure of a relaxing
deep soak in the Coastal freestanding tub
from American Standard, featuring stylish
design and lustrous, cast acrylic
construction for durability.

To allow for a supremely satisfying deep soak,
these tubs feature large, slotted overflows
integrated directly into the tub wall. All three tubs

feature a convenient, center toe-tap drain that is
simple to activate. Hidden leveling feet allow for
convenient adjustment for the perfect floor fit.
These three freestanding tubs are protected by
a limited lifetime warranty.
For more information on the Kipling, Sedona
and Coastal soaking tubs, visit
www.americanstandard.com or call (800) 4421902.

The Kipling freestanding bathtub from
American Standard is distinguished by a
classically curved design, bringing a
handsomely stylish hint of Old World
elegance to the bathroom.

ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD BRANDS
American Standard Brands make life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work, in the
community and throughout the world. Offering total project solutions for residential and
commercial customers around the world with respected brands such as American Standard®,
DXV™, Safety Tubs®, Crane Plumbing®, Eljer®, Fiat® and Decorative Panels International®.
American Standard Brands is owned by LIXIL Corporation (TSE Code 5938), and is part of LIXIL
Water Technology (LWT) business, which operates across 150 countries. LWT brands include:
LIXIL, INAX, GROHE, American Standard, JOYOU, and JAXSON. Learn more at
www.americanstandard.com, or follow us at twitter.com/AmStandard,
https://www.facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing.
Kipling™, Sedona™ and Coastal™ are trademarks of American Standard Brands.
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